Value of re-interpretation of controversial EEGs in a tertiary epilepsy clinic.
Diagnostic value and efficacy of re-interpretation of previous EEGs in 100 patients admitted to a tertiary epilepsy center with EEG results conflicting with the clinical diagnosis after the first visit. EEGs were reclassified. A matched control group was included to assess the efficiency of the re-interpretation process. Efficacy was assessed by questionnaires and costs as number of technician hours needed. In 85 patients the previous EEG conclusion was known. In 43 the conclusion was altered. In 23 the epileptic activity changed from positive to negative (17) or the reverse (6). In 15 the focus changed (7 originally classified as generalized epileptic activity). In 5 the syndrome changed. 57% of the re-interpretation group needed no extra EEG afterwards. 96% of the re-interpretations were considered useful by requesting and 72% by not involved neurologists. The average time per EEG technologist per patient was 8,81h in controls and 5,40 in the re-interpretation group. In 43 from the 85 patients (51%) re-interpretation of 'controversial' EEGs led to a different opinion. The re-interpretations were useful and less time consuming, compared to new EEGs in controls. Re-interpretation of 'controversial' EEGs is useful and cost effective.